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The ultimate guide for all guitar enthusiasts - from beginners to seasoned musicians - wanting to build up
right-hand ability to play a wide range of musical styles from bluegrass, country, latin and bossa nova to rock,
folk, jazz and blues. Building on alternating bass techniques, thumb patterns and special fretting techniques,
the book contains a series of graded exercises (backed up with a CD) that will build confidence and speed.
While fingerstyle guitar is primarily thought of as a technique for acoustic guitar, it sounds just as cool on
electric guitar. With this in mind, all chapters contain material that sounds equally good on either type of
guitar. Fingerpicking Techniques for Guitar also offers a tour of musical genres, showing how even guitar

players at beginner level can use these techniques to unlock the secrets of some of the most iconic sounds in
the guitar repertoire. About the author Phil Capone studied guitar at the prestigious Guildhall School of

Music in London.

Lets start by rolling up. This hardcover bible with internal wireo binding is 6.5in x 8in a perfect size for
readers to keep handy. Picking Hand Finger Names In classical fingerpicking the thumb is used to play the

bass strings 4 5 and 6. Use good efficient logical finger choices.
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There are almost limitless techniques used to play fingerstyle guitar. This is NOT an online guitar course that
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teaches you a few chords and how to play Mary had a little lamb. This rule goes as follows Pluck the 6th 5th
and 4th string with the thumb the 3rd string with the index finger the 2nd string with the middle finger and
the 1st string with the ring finger. The basic idea is that you pick the root note with your pick plectrum

whatever and then you pluck strings 1 2 and 3 simultaneously after that. But it is still a suitable technique
even if your craft is advancing already. Then use your index. Fingerpicking Guitar Exercises and Hot Licks
Stefan Grossman. From Zero to Guitar Fingerpicker. But finger picking is a technique thats definitely worth
learning even if youre a dedicated metal. When playing fingerstyle position your hand so the fingers are

perpendicular to the strings so you. The materials you could learn on this page will surely be very useful for
guitarists interested in improving their accompaniment quality.
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